Kindergarten – Grade 3
Abstraction: Learn the basic ins and outs of this unique style of art.
Art on Movement: In this class we will discover how movement plays an important role in any work of art.
Basics of Colour: Learn how colours interact with each other.
Building with Clay: Learn the basic techniques and materials for building with clay.
Chance Art: We will learn how to give up control and let unpredictability and chance guide out art.
Clay for Beginners: Learn the basic techniques and materials for building with clay.
Collaborations: Together we will work as a group to create a unique piece(s) of art.
Creating to Music: Come and see how music can influence the works we create.
Creating Scapes: Learn to make landscapes, seascapes and cityscapes.
Culture and Art: Come join us in looking at how different cultures create different styles, use different techniques and focus on
different themes from place to place.
Design: Need to solve a problem or have any unique ideas you want to create? Learn how in this design class.
Famous Artists: This class focuses on specific artists through art history.
Figure Drawing: Learn techniques and proportions of drawing figures.
Global and Environmental Issues: Create an artwork that directly addresses something going on around the globe.
Intro to Charcoal: Experiment with charcoal while learning some of the ins and outs of the medium.
Intro to Design: Learn the basic techniques and styles to design.
Mixed Media: Learn how to mix together different mediums to create your very own artworks.
“Moody” Art: Learn how feelings and moods can influence your art through textures, themes and colours.
Painting with Watercolours: Learn how to use watercolours while creating your own masterpiece.
Printmaking: Learn and experiment with making your very own prints.
Self Portrait: Practice portraiture while getting to know your own self a little better.
Symbols and Flags: Learn a bit of the history of flags and symbols while getting the chance to create your own unique flag
Temporary Earthworks: Join us as we create interactive and natural sculptures that won't last.

Grade 4 – Grade 7
Art and Communication: Find a way to say the things you can’t through art.
Art and Text: Experiment with how to use text in your artwork.
Building with Clay: Learn the basic techniques and materials for building with clay.
Charcoal: Learn how to strategically use charcoal in drawing.
Collaborations: Together we will work as a group to create unique pieces of art.
Creating to Music: Come and see how music can influence the works we create.
Creating Scapes: Learn to make landscapes, seascapes and cityscapes.
Culture and Art: Come join us in looking at how different cultures create different styles, use different techniques and focus on
different themes from place to place.
Design: Need to solve a problem or have any unique ideas you want to create? Learn how in this design class.
Famous Artists: This class focuses on specific artists through art history.
Figure Drawing: Learn techniques and proportions of drawing figures.
Global and Environmental Issues: Create an artwork that directly addresses something going on around the globe.
Impressionism: Learn the basic ins and outs of this unique style of art.
Intermediates of Colour: Learn about colour mixing and blending.
Learning Compositions: Learn the basic ideas and the importance of composition.
Mixed Media: Learn how to mix together different mediums to create your very own artworks.
Modernism: Learn the basic ins and outs of this unique style of art.
“Moody” Art: Learn how feelings and moods can influence your art through textures, themes and colours.
Painting with Acrylic: Learn how to use acrylic paints while creating your own masterpiece.
Painting with Watercolours: Learn how to use watercolours while creating your own masterpiece.
Printmaking: Learn and experiment with making your very own prints.
Process Art: The process is often more important than the final piece. In this class we will be putting an emphasis on how
artworks get made.
Self Portrait: Practice portraiture while getting to know your own self a little better.
Still Life: Practice drawing what you see in this still life class.

